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Genotyping and phenotyping large natural populations provide opportunities for population genomic analysis and genome-wide
association studies (GWAS). Several rice populations have been re-sequenced in the past decade; however, many major Chinese
rice cultivars were not included in these studies. Here, we report large-scale genomic and phenotypic datasets for a collection
mainly comprised of 1,275 rice accessions of widely planted cultivars and parental hybrid rice lines from China. The population
was divided into three indica/Xian and three japonica/Geng phylogenetic subgroups that correlate strongly with their geographic
or breeding origins. We acquired a total of 146 phenotypic datasets for 29 agronomic traits under multi-environments for
different subpopulations. With GWAS, we identified a total of 143 significant association loci, including three newly identified
candidate genes or alleles that control heading date or amylose content. Our genotypic analysis of agronomically important genes
in the population revealed that many favorable alleles are underused in elite accessions, suggesting they may be used to provide
improvements in future breeding efforts. Our study provides useful resources for rice genetics research and breeding.
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INTRODUCTION

Cultivated Asian rice (Oryza sativa L.) is one of the most

important staple food crops (Xing and Zhang, 2010). Utili-
zation of semi-dwarfness and exploitation of hybrid vigor
have greatly increased rice productivity in China over the
past several decades. Currently, China is a major center for
rice production, research, and breeding efforts. Each year,
many cultivars are released that improve production, grain
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quality, and disease resistance.
Recent advancement of next-generation sequencing tech-

nologies has enabled the sequencing of numerous rice ac-
cessions at relatively low cost, which provides opportunities
for large-scale population genetics and genomic analyses. In
the last decade, genotyping datasets for many rice accessions
have been published, from which a large number of loci
associated with important agronomic traits have been iden-
tified (Crowell et al., 2016; Dong et al., 2018; Huang et al.,
2010; Huang et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2011; Li et al., 2019;
Wang et al., 2015b; Zhao et al., 2018). It has been found that
several of these loci were selected during rice domestication
and breeding (Huang et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2015). Recently,
the 3,000 Rice Genomes Project has provided a large-scale
genotyping resource for rice genomic research (Wang et al.,
2018b). Meanwhile, substantial phenotyping data obtained
via traditional and high-throughput phenotyping technolo-
gies have also been reported (Crowell et al., 2016; Guo et al.,
2018; Huang et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2011; Yang et al.,
2014). In crop plants, including rice, genome-wide associa-
tion studies (GWAS) have resulted in remarkable discoveries
about the genetic basis of complex agronomic traits, resistant
characteristics, and metabolites (Chen et al., 2014; Crowell
et al., 2016; Dong et al., 2018; Duan et al., 2017; Guo et al.,
2018; Huang et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2011; Wang et al.,
2015b; Yang et al., 2014). Thus, GWAS has been a powerful
tool for exploring the genetic basis of important rice traits. In
particular, GWAS with multi-trait and multi-environmental
phenotyping can facilitate our understanding of genotype-
phenotype relationships and genotype-environment interac-
tions. Nevertheless, well-studied rice accessions mostly re-
present traditional varieties and landraces that were collected
from many countries but do not fully represent current
Chinese rice cultivars which resulted from intensive modern
breeding efforts and carry many agronomically favorable

alleles.
In this study, we report large-scale genomic and phenomic

datasets for a collection of 1,275 rice accessions that mainly
includes Chinese rice cultivars and parental lines. We se-
quenced these rice accessions as Illumina platform short
reads (Illumina Inc, USA). We collected 146 phenotypic
datasets on multi-traits under multi-environments and de-
tected nine GWAS signals linked to candidate genes with
known and unknown functions. We analyzed the usage pat-
tern of favorable alleles of agronomically important genes.
We found that while many favorable alleles are widely used
in elite lines, the favorable alleles of some genes are still
underused and could be further exploited in future breeding
programs. Our genomic and phenomic datasets will facilitate
rice genetics research and elite cultivar breeding for sus-
tainable agriculture.

RESULTS

SNP identification

Our diverse collection of 1,275 rice accessions is comprised
of Chinese rice cultivars, parental lines of hybrid rice culti-
vars, and a small number of elite rice accessions that have
been imported into China (Table S1 in Supporting In-
formation). The accessions were sequenced to an average of
7.2× depth with an Illumina 125–150 bp paired-end reads
protocol. Short reads were mapped to the Nipponbare re-
ference genome (MSU version 7.0), averaging 89.3% gen-
ome coverage. After SNP calling, we identified a total of 2.5
million high-quality SNPs that had a minor allele frequency
greater than 0.01, at an average of 6.8 SNPs per kb (Table 1).
We found 397,207 (15.6%), 583,820 (23.0%), 125,427
(4.9%), and 1,662,909 (65.5%) SNPs located within exons,
introns, UTRs, and intergenic regions, respectively (Table 1;

Table 1 Summary of genomic variants in different rice populations

All XI GJ

Number of accessions 1,275 422 834

Total SNPs 2,538,380 2,412,486 2,257,656

SNPs with population-specific allelesa) – 371,454 374,706

SNPs in exon 397,207 376,617 356,892

SNPs in intron 583,820 583,820 518,639

SNPs in UTR 125,427 119,497 109,626

SNPs in intergenic region 1,662,909 1,581,049 1,476,772

Non-synonymous SNPs 223,126 210,710 200,278

Splicing SNPs 2,506 2,369 2,250

Start-gain SNPs 6,504 6,195 5,726

Stop-gain SNPs 8,769 8,181 7,793

Stop-loss SNPs 1,074 1,037 1,012

a) SNPs with population-specific alleles are those with an allele frequency >0.95 in one subpopulation and <0.05 in another.
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Figure S1B and C in Supporting Information), including
223,126 non-synonymous, 2,506 splice site, 6,504 start-gain,
8,769 stop-gain, and 1,074 stop-loss SNPs in coding regions
(Table 1). After filtering (for missing data less than 0.2 and
minor allele frequency greater than 0.05), we selected
2,081,216 SNPs for use in subsequent analyses.

Population genomic analysis

The 1,275 rice accessions were mainly divided into two
distinct populations, Xian/indica (XI) and Geng/japonica
(GJ) (Wang et al., 2018b) (Figure 1A–C), which included
413 typical XI and 818 typical GJ accessions (Table S1 in
Supporting Information). We found that the allele fre-
quencies of over 40% of the SNPs were very different be-
tween XI and GJ (with a difference greater than 0.7),
including 746,160 population-specific alleles with a fre-
quency difference greater than 0.9 (Table 1).
By K-means clustering of the first three principal com-

ponents and phylogenetic tree analysis, the XI and GJ po-

pulations were further divided into three groups each (Figure
1A–C). The population structure correlated well with ac-
cession pedigree and geographic distribution in China (Table
S3 in Supporting Information). GJ groups 1 and 2 were
mainly early maturing rice accessions distributed in the
Northeast of China, with group 1 including many varieties
derived from several elite parental lines and group 2 mainly
comprised of landraces and imported varieties. GJ group 3
mainly included medium and late maturing rice varieties
derived from Wuyujing 3, Zhendao 88, Nanjing 11, and
Xiushui series that are located in Northern, Central, and
Southern China, particularly along the middle and lower
stretches of the Yangtze River. XI group 1 included many
hybrid rice maintainers derived from Zhanshan97, Xie-
qingzao, and FeigaiB. XI group 2 mainly contained BG90-2,
Teqing, or Molizhan offspring that are located along the
middle and lower Yangtze River. XI group 3 included many
hybrid rice restorers and varieties derived from Gui630 and
Minghui63 mainly located around the upper and middle
Yangtze River. We found sterile hybrid rice lines scattered in

Figure 1 Population analysis of 1,275 rice accessions. A, Neighbor-joining tree of 1,275 rice accessions. The whole tree is divided into three XI subgroups
and three GJ subgroups, which are color-coded with the same colors in A, C, D, and E. B, Population structure analysis of 1,275 rice accessions. Each color
represents one ancestral subpopulation. Each accession is represented by a vertical bar, and the length of each colored segment in each vertical bar represents
the proportion of genomic components contributed by an ancestral subpopulation. C, PCA plots of the first three components of the 1,275 rice accessions.
PC1, PC2, and PC3 are abbreviations for the first three principle components. D, Geographic origin of the XI accessions. E, Geographic origin of the GJ
accessions.
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the XI subgroups.
We analyzed linkage disequilibrium (LD, indicated by r2)

value distribution patterns for the XI and GJ populations
(Figure S2 in Supporting Information). We found LD drop-
ped to half of its maximum value at 113 kb (as LD decay,
r2=0.28) in the whole population, but there was a large dif-
ference between the two subspecies (Figure S2A in Sup-
porting Information). The XI population had a shorter LD
decay distance (~124 kb, r2=0.33) than the GJ population
(~318 kb, r2=0.40), consistent with the larger genetic di-
versity of the former over the latter. The LD decay of the XI
population is consistent with a previous estimate (Huang et
al., 2010). The LD decay in the GJ groups exhibited varia-
tions (Figure S2B in Supporting Information). The LD decay
in GJ groups 1 and 3 increased to 624 kb and 638 kb, re-
spectively, confirming the close relationship of GJ acces-
sions resulting from intensive modern breeding selection that
has deceased genetic diversity. We found that the LD varied
in different genomic regions within both XI and GJ popu-
lations and between the two populations (Figure S2C in
Supporting Information). These results suggest that reduced
genetic diversity was produced in different genomic regions
for the two populations during breeding selection.

Multi-environmental phenotyping in agro-ecologically
diverse locations

We collected phenotypic data for the rice accessions de-
scribed above from samples that were grown in several dif-
ferent regions of China (Tables S2 and S3 in Supporting
Information). Due to insufficient seed or the unavailability of
suitable planting areas, every accession was not planted in all
regions or all seasons. In total, we obtained data for 1,159
rice accessions that were phenotyped for at least one season
in at least one location.
A major subpopulation suited for growth (able to flower)

in Northeast China included 450 GJ accessions that were
mainly comprised of early maturing rice accessions from GJ
groups 1 and 2 (hereafter called the NE-GJ subpopulation or
panel). The rest of the population consisted of 709 rice
varieties and breeding lines widely cultivated in China, in-
cluding 299 typical XI and 369 typical GJ accessions
(hereafter called the CN-Mix subpopulation or panel). Rice
samples were planted at a total of 10 agro-ecologically di-
verse locations (Beijing, Jilin, Yangzhou, Wenjiang, Ling-
shui, and five cities in four temperate zones of Heilongjiang
province) for measuring 29 agronomic traits in six cate-
gories: heading date; plant architecture (tiller number, pa-
nicle length, and plant height); yield (grain number, grain
yield per plant, and others); grain size (grain length, grain
width, and grain weight); grain appearance; and grain
cooking characteristics (Figure 2; Tables S2–S5 in Sup-
porting Information). In total, 146 phenotypes were mea-

sured, and 13 and 7 traits were measured at more than two
locations for the NE-GJ and CN-Mix panels, respectively
(Figure 2; Tables S4 and S5 in Supporting Information).
We found considerable phenotypic variations for most

agronomic traits at different locations (Figure 2; Tables S4
and S5 in Supporting Information). The average days-to-
heading (DTH) was lower in the South than in the North,
which clearly results from the distinct photoperiods of these
regions. For example, CN-Mix rice accessions planted at
Lingshui (18.5°N, 110.0°E) have a shorter DTH on average
than those at Beijing (39.9°N, 116.4°E) (89 at Lingshui vs.
113 at Beijing), while NE-GJ rice accessions planted at
Heihe (50.2°N, 127.5°E) have the longest DTH (110 at Heihe
vs. 65–102 at other locations). Plant height (PH) was posi-
tively correlated with DTH, with Pearson’s correlation (r2)
being 0.24–0.55 and 0.39–0.67 for NE-GJ and CN-Mix,
respectively. Grain yield per plant (GYP) and tiller number
per plant (TNP) were also affected by environmental factors,
showing large variations between different regions (r2 be-
tween different locations were on average 0.14 and 0.18 for
GYP and 0.33 and 0.32 for TNP for NE-GJ and CN-Mix,
respectively). In contrast, grain length (GL) and grain width
(GW) were found to be much less variable over all locations
(r2 between locations were on average 0.72 and 0.94 for GL,
0.54 and 0.90 for GW for NE-GJ and CN-Mix, respectively;
coefficient of variation among all locations was 2.9% and
3.0% for GL, 3.7% and 2.4% for GW for NE-GJ and CN-
Mix, respectively), suggesting that these traits are more ge-
netically determined.
We examined pairwise correlations between different lo-

cations for all traits measured in multi-environments (Table
S6 in Supporting Information) and found a high correlation
(r2>0.5) for most traits, including grain amylose content,
grain protein content, grain length, grain width, plant height,
and heading date. Notably, plant height varies significantly
between different environments but has high correlation
values (r2 0.41–0.81 for NE-GJ and 0.56–0.88 for CN-Mix),
suggesting linear genetic and environmental (GxE) interac-
tions and a large additive genetic source for this trait (Bai et
al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010). We found a high correlation (r2

0.48–0.89) for the heading date of the NE-GJ panel for each
pair of locations. However, the heading date of the CN-Mix
panel at Lingshui was weakly correlated with the other lo-
cations (r2 0.03–0.48). Since HD is controlled by large ef-
fects from several genes that have differential sensitivity to
photoperiod (Doi et al., 2004; Gao et al., 2014; Kovi et al.,
2013; Song et al., 2012; Yano et al., 2000), this phenomenon
may be the result of differential photoperiod sensitivities of
the two populations. Relatively low correlation values be-
tween locations were observed for yield components GYP (r2

0.03–0.28 and 0.05–0.32 for NE-GJ and CN-Mix, respec-
tively), indicating the large effects the environment has on
these traits.
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GWAS on measured traits

GWAS have revealed genetic variations associated with

important agronomic traits in specific subpopulations or
across several subpopulations (Huang et al., 2011; Zhao et
al., 2011). On the basis of our measured phenotypic datasets,

Figure 2 Multi-trait phenotyping at agro-ecologically diverse locations. A, Whiteness degree of complete grain (WDCG) and whiteness degree of dead
grain (WDHG) included in grain appearance for NE-GJ population panel. B, Grain yield per plant (GYP) included in yield components for NE-GJ and CN-
Mix population panels. C, Amylose content of grain (ACG), protein content of grain (PCG), taste score of cooked grain (TSG), and water content of grain
(WCG) included in grain cooking characteristics for NE-GJ population panel. D, Grain length (GL) and grain width (GW) included in grain size for NE-GJ
and CN-Mix population panels. E, Plant height (PH) and tiller number per plant (TNP) included in plant architecture for NE-GJ and CN-Mix population
panels. F, Heading date (HD) for NE-GJ and CN-Mix population panels.
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we grouped the rice accessions into seven GWAS sub-
populations: NE-GJ, CN-Mix, their subpopulations (NE-GJ1
and NE-GJ2 as two subpopulations of NE-GJ; and CN-XI
and CN-GJ as two subpopulations of CN-Mix), and All-GJ
for all GJ accessions. GWAS for all measured traits were
performed using Efficient Mixed-Model Association Ex-
pedited, which could correct for hidden relatedness and
pedigree structure (Kang et al., 2010). In total, we performed
GWAS on 97 and 49 phenotypic datasets for the NE-GJ-
related and CN-Mix-related panels, respectively. On the
basis of the whole-genome LD decay distance of the rice
population in this study and results from previously pub-
lished studies (Chen et al., 2014; Crowell et al., 2016; Guo et
al., 2018), we defined adjacent significant SNPs within a
region of less than 200 kb as a single locus.
We detected a total of 143 significant loci in all GWAS

panels (Table 2). A total of 25 traits were found to be asso-
ciated with at least two significant loci (Table S7 in Sup-
porting Information). A total of 77 loci were detected in at
least two locations (Table 2). Among the GWAS signals, we
found 91 loci (26 traits) that were located close to previously
identified genes with known functions (Table S7 in Sup-
porting Information). There were 94 genes in 52 GWAS
regions that were detected in multiple environments, and 77
genes in 51 GWAS regions were detected in multiple sub-
populations. For example, we found that several heading
date genes Hd3a, RFT1, Hd1, DTH7, and Ghd7 were re-
peatedly detected under different environments (Figure S3 in
Supporting Information). GWAS loci around GS3 and GW5
showed very strong effects on grain length and width (Fig-
ures S4 and S5 in Supporting Information). Further, two
other GWAS loci, TUD1 and OsAPC6, also showed sig-
nificant association with grain length and width in the NE-GJ
panel (Figures S4 and S5 in Supporting Information). Spike
length was associated with a region containing the known
gene DEP1. Grain number was associated with the NOG1
region. Phenotypic values were well correlated with geno-
types of known genes, including DTH7, Ghd7, Hd6, Hd3a,
GS3, GW5, and NOG1, in GWAS loci (the genotype of the
leading SNP correlated with the genes) (Figure S6 in Sup-
porting Information).

We observed 20 loci associated with multiple traits (Table
S7 in Supporting Information). Some loci contain multiple
genes with different functions. For example, a locus sig-
nificantly associated with heading date and plant height at
Chr1:36.5–40.6 Mb includes relevant known genes Os-
MADS1 and a gene cluster with sd1, MOC2, OsPdk1 and
REL1, respectively (Figure S7A in Supporting Information).
Region Chr6:27.9–28.6 Mb was observed to be significantly
associated with plant height and grain width (Figure S7B in
Supporting Information). This region is close to known
genes OsARF18 and DEP3, which control both plant height
and grain size. Region Chr7:8.4–9.0 Mb was significantly
associated with heading date and blighted grains per panicle
(Figure S7C in Supporting Information) and contains Ghd7,
which has pleiotropic effects on grain number, plant height,
and heading date in rice (Xue et al., 2008). Region
Chr7:28.8–29.7 Mb was significantly associated with head-
ing date and plant height for NE-GJ1 panel (Figure S7D in
Supporting Information) and contains DTH7, which has
pleiotropic effects on heading date and plant height in rice
(Liu et al., 2013). Further work using different populations or
methods, such as sequential incorporation of different traits
as a second phenotypic covariate within the mixed model,
may help to determine whether the multi-trait-association
loci are pleiotropic or are just gene clusters (Crowell et al.,
2016).
GWAS within subpopulation-specific panels identified 42

and 46 additional association signals that were not detected
in the NE-GJ and CN-Mix panels, respectively. For example,
within the CN-GJ panel, we detected a GWAS locus in
chromosome 1 (Rdd1 and OsPIL15) that was associated with
grain length (Figure S8D–F in Supporting Information).
With the NE-GJ1 panel, we detected locus Wx, associated
with grain amylose content (Figure S9A–C in Supporting
Information). We identified a total of 53 significant en-
vironment-specific peaks for 18 traits (Table S7 in Sup-
porting Information). For example, GWAS locus Ghd7 was
detected only at Lingshui for the CN-Mix panel (Figure S4 in
Supporting Information). Locus Hd3a, associated with
heading date in the CN-Mix panel, was identified at Beijing,
Yangzhou, and Wenjiang, but no significant association was

Table 2 Summary of genome-wide significant associations

Total
Population Detected in at least

two populations
Detected in at least
two environmentsNE-GJ NE-GJ1 NE-GJ2 CN-Mix CN-XI CN-GJ All-GJ

Number of traits 28 22 18 18 15 15 11 5 24 20

Number of locia) 143 48 42 40 48 40 36 29 71 77

Number of new loci 93 32 28 22 30 27 23 13 46 48

Number of lead SNPsb) 479 96 85 55 95 66 62 40 20 32

Number of known genesc) 213 45 49 36 69 55 60 21 77 94

a) Adjacent significant SNPs separated by less than 200 kb were considered to be in a cluster. b) SNPs with the lowest P value in a defined region. c) Genes
located in significant loci.
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found at Lingshui (Figure S3 in Supporting Information).
These results indicate the value of using multiple populations
and multiple environments in GWAS.

New candidate genes or alleles identified by GWAS

With our GWAS, we found a total of 93 new loci not located
close to known genes controlling the target trait, including 13
loci for six traits (ACG, PCG, HD, PH, GL, and GW) de-
tected in at least two locations (Table S7 in Supporting In-
formation). For example, a chromosome 1 region from 32.3
to 36.0 Mb with a lead SNP at position 34,501,250 was
significantly associated with grain amylose content. On the
basis of functional annotations, we identified three candidate
genes, LOC_Os01g59120 (Guo et al., 2010), LOC_
Os01g59660 (Kaneko et al., 2004), and LOC_Os01g61810
(Miyoshi et al., 2003), within this region. LOC_Os01g59660
(OsGAMYB), a MYB transcription factor that induces ex-
pression of alpha-amylase in the aleurone layer and also
controls other traits (Kaneko et al., 2004), was identified as
the best candidate gene on the basis of its genotypes in the
population. OsGAMYB contains a SNP at position

34,512,532 that was highly correlated with the phenotypes
and SNP Chr1P34501250 (Figure 3). SNP Chr1P34512532
includes a high risk splice acceptor site variant that was
correlated with low amylose content and was only present in
several early upland rice lines from the Northeast, such as
Heimangdao, Wuchangbaimang, and Sanjiang1. Further
work will be needed to identify downstream genes that are
regulated by OsGAMYB to decrease the amylose content.
We also identified new alleles of known genes. Locus

Chr6:2.68–4.62 Mb was found to be associated with heading
date in both CN-Mix and CN-GJ panels (Figure 4A and B).
This region contained Hd3a with two distinct functional
SNPs (Chr6P2942292 and Chr6P2942293) whose variants in
Kasalath and Nipponbare affected flowering under LD
conditions, with Hap3 in Kasalath flowering earlier than
Hap0 in Nipponbare (Figure 4D and E). The lead SNP
(Chr6P2971050) in the locus correlated well with a new SNP
Chr6P2942192, which corresponded with Hap2 of Hd3a and
showed even earlier flowering than the other genotypes
(Figure 4C–E). The new Hap2 allele of Hd3a was found in
52 total accessions, of which most were early flowering NE-
GJ, and could be used as an allele donor in breeding pro-

Figure 3 Association signals for amylose content with OsGAMYB as a candidate gene. A, Manhattan plots of GWAS results for amylose content. An
arrowhead indicates the position of association loci from 32.3–36.0 Mb on chromosome 1. B, Association loci for amylose content on chromosome 1 in the
NE-GJ panel. The bottom of the plot shows the region containing OsGAMYB. SNP Chr1P34512532 in the last exon of OsGAMYB is highly correlated with
the association SNP at Chr1P34501250. C, Phenotypic variation of SNP Chr1P34501250. D, Phenotypic variation of OsGAMYB haplotypes on the basis of
CDS region SNPs.
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grams. Another locus from 39.0–40.6 Mb on chromosome 1,
which was associated with heading date in the CN-XI sub-
population, contains the gene OsMADS51, which is known
to promote flowering under short day conditions (Figure
S9A in Supporting Information). No known natural varia-
tions have been reported for this gene. We found four po-
tential causal SNPs, including two non-synonymous-coding
variants at positions 40,362,268 and 40,362,776 and two
frame-shift variants at positions 40,363,925 and 40,363,928
(Figure S9B in Supporting Information). These SNPs were
differentially distributed between XI and GJ accessions and
strongly associated with phenotypes in both the CN-Mix and
CN-XI subpopulations (Figure S9C in Supporting Informa-
tion). We found two loci, Chr8:26.5–27.3Mb and
Chr10:16.0–16.5 Mb, associated with grain shape. Locus
Chr8:26.5–27.3 Mb included known gene GW8, but the al-

leles in our population have not been previously reported,
with all of the long grain SNPs present in early flowering
landraces of upland rice in the Northeast. These new loci
represent candidate alleles for functional studies and breed-
ing programs.

Agronomically favorable allele usage in super rice lines

To extract further value from our sequencing data, we se-
lected 63 well studied genes, including 94 functionally ver-
ified natural variants (or alleles), and analyzed their
distribution and functional consequences in our sequenced
rice accessions (Table S8 in Supporting Information). These
genes include 12 for heading date, 13 for plant architecture,
nine for grain shape, six for eating or storage quality, three
for fertilizer usage, eight for disease resistance, five for cold

Figure 4 Association signals for heading date with identification of a novel allele of candidate gene Hd3a. A and B, Manhattan plots of GWAS results for
heading date on chromosome 6 for CN-Mix and CN-GJ panels, respectively. The bottom of each plot depicts the Hd3a region. C, Phenotypic variation of
association SNP Chr6P2971050. D, Hd3a haplotypes based on CDS region SNPs. SNP Chr6P2942192 in Hd3a is highly correlated with association SNP
Chr6P2971050. Two non-synonymous nucleotide substitutions at Chr6P2942292 and Chr6P2942293 contributed to a new functional allele as in Kasalath
(Takahashi et al., 2009). E, Phenotypic variation of Hd3a haplotypes based on CDS region SNPs.
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tolerance, and several others related to male sterility, shat-
tering, or seed dormancy. We classified the alleles into sev-
eral different types: WT for wild type with normal biological
function, Low for lower expression value or lower protein
activity, High for higher expression value or higher protein
activity, LoF for loss of gene or protein function, GoF for
gain of function, and Novel for potential new functions.
Firstly, we analyzed the genetic effects of 27 agronomi-

cally important genes that have at least two alleles and cor-
responding phenotype data. We used multiple comparisons
by least significant difference to identify significant pheno-
type differences among different alleles under at least one
environment for one panel (Table S9 in Supporting In-
formation). Phenotypic effects of genes were consistent with
their known functions. For example, the Low and LoF alleles
of DTH7, LoF allele of Ghd7, and Novel and High alleles of
Hd3a were found to promote flowering under long day,
while Low allele of Ehd1was found to delay flowering under
short day. The LoF alleles ofGS3,OsMADS1, andGW5were
found to increase grain size for all panels and under all en-
vironments.
Secondly, we conducted direct sequence analysis to iden-

tify the usage patterns of favorable alleles in our rice popu-
lation (Figure S10 in Supporting Information). We focused
on a set of elite high yield potential Chinese cultivars that
have been denoted as super rice by the Ministry of Agri-
culture and Rural Affairs of China or are parental lines of
super hybrid rice cultivars (Figure 5, Table 3). For most of
the 63 genes, we found that multiple allele types were used in
these lines. Several favorable alleles were widely used, such
as those of SBI, Waxy, ALK, Rc, LTG1, and Sdr4; however,
many are not, including those for Ef-cd, qNPT1, IPA1, Os-
MADS1, GW7, GW2, Badh2, BSR-d1, Pit, XA5, and CTB4a.
We also observed that many alleles are differentially used
between XI and GJ. Some show no clear benefits over the
other (such as DTH2, SD1, SCM2, TAC1, and TAC3), while

others benefit either the GJ or XI population. Favorable al-
leles of GW8, Phr1, and HAN1 are widely used in GJ lines,
but not in XI lines. Favorable alleles of Gn1a, NOG1, LAX1,
GLW7, NRT1.1B, Pid3, and Pid2 are widely used in XI lines,
but not in GJ lines. This allele usage information identifies
potentially underused favorable alleles and candidate
breeding lines that could be used as favorable allele donors in
breeding programs. Further, we examined the allele usage
pattern of several important agronomic traits in the elite
lines.

Heading date
Heading date contributes substantially to growth duration
and regional adaptation along latitude and is the most im-
portant trait accounting for grain yield. Towards optimizing
growth duration in their target planting areas to gain high
yield, it is clear that super rice accessions normally planted in
southern regions use more late flowering alleles of major HD
genes than cultivars planted in Northeast China (Figure 5).
For example, the heading dates at both Beijing and Lingshui
of four famous GJ cultivars—which in order from early to
late were KY131, Longgeng31, Daohuaxiang2, and Ning-
geng4—were consistent with their use of early or late
flowering alleles of major HD genes (Figure 5). Compar-
isons of major HD genes, such as Hd1, Ghd7, and DTH7,
used in GJ cultivars in southern regions and XI lines, suggest
the usage of individual alleles is more likely due to their
combined effect in generating a suitable heading date rather
than for the biological advantage of one allele over another.
For example, GJ cultivars in the South used WT alleles of
Hd1, but the LoF alleles ofHd1were more frequently used in
NE-GJ and the female parents of two-line hybrid XI rice and
less frequently used in the female parents of three-line hybrid
XI rice. XI parental lines carried alleles of major HD genes,
such as Hd3a and DTH8, which can be combined with dif-
ferent alleles from another parent to generate hybrids with

Table 3 Summary of the allele usage for important genes in 47 super rice cultivars and the parental lines of super rice cultivars

Allele usage type Genes

Different alleles between XI and GJ without functional advantage DTH2, SD1, SCM2, TAC1, TAC3

Different between XI and GJ with favorable alleles in XI Gn1a, NOG1, LAX1, GLW7, NRT1.1B, Pid3, Pid2

Different between XI and GJ with favorable alleles in GJ GW8, Phr1, COLD1, OsbZIP73, HAN1

Favorable alleles preferentially present in XI GS3, Chalk5, Pup1, TOND1

Favorable alleles preferentially present in GJ DEP1, NAL1, GW5, qSH1

Favorable alleles in low frequency Ef-cd, qNPT1, IPA1, OsMADS1, GW7, GW2, Badh2, BSR-d1, Pit, XA5, CTB4a

Favorable alleles widely used SBI, Waxy, ALK, Rc, LTG1, Sdr4

No functional advantage with minor alleles in XI RFT1, Hd3a

No functional advantage with minor alleles in GJ Hd6, Hd18, OsTB1

Minor alleles for special use TMS5, PMS3

Multiple alleles without functional advantage Hd1, DTH7, Ghd7, Hd17

Multiple favorable alleles without preference STV11, Pi-ta, Ptr
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improved hybrid vigor and optimized growth periods (Huang
et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016).
The HD genes allele usage pattern suggests that changing

specific alleles may have helped elite cultivars to adapt to
new growing areas. For example, adding the DTH7 and
Ghd7 early flowering alleles to Daohuaxiang2 may have
helped it grow further north. Conversely, the introduction of
the DTH7 and Ghd7 late flowering alleles to KY131 may
have helped it grow better in southern regions. Notably, a
favorable allele of the recently cloned Ef-cd gene can reduce
growth duration without sacrificing yield (Fang et al., 2019);
however, it is currently used in only one of the super rice
lines, Shen95A. Therefore, expanded use of the Ef-cd early
flowering allele has a strong potential for improving XI or GJ
lines in the South. However, to optimize the growth period to
maximize a cultivar’s grain yield in the same planting region,
some other later flowering alleles may also be needed in
combination with the Ef-cd early flowering allele.

Plant architecture
Plant architecture is one of the major targets of current rice
breeding. Several genes are differentially used between GJ
and XI lines, such as NOG1, SCM2, TAC1, NAL1, and TAC3,
reflecting the major phenotypic difference between the two
subspecies. Many super rice lines, such as Ninggeng4,
Longgeng31, and Y58S, also use the favorable alleles of
genes controlling architecture, such as GoF ofDEP1 andWT
or High of OsTB1. The favorable allele of ideal architecture
gene qNPT1 was found only in Daohuaxiang2. It is worth
mentioning that WuFengB uses the TAC1 Low allele in
combination with the TAC1 High allele from paternal lines to
generate hybrid vigor (Yu et al., 2007).
The allele usage in super rice lines suggests that a strategy

for potential improvement is to combine favorable alleles,
such as Gn1a Low and NOG1 High allele, to increase the
grain number per spike, especially in GJ cultivars. Further,
the introduction of XI alleles of SCM2, for example, to
Daohuaxiang2 may reduce its high lodging-susceptibility, a
key breeding target for its further improvement. Underused
favorable alleles of IPA1 and qNPT1 in XI also have great
potential for use in future breeding.

Grain shape and quality
Grain shape is the most stable trait under varying environ-
ments, as shown in our multi-environmental data, and thus is
probably the easiest target to manipulate in breeding by se-
lection of desired alleles of known genes. The allele usage of
major genes GW5 and GS3, as well as several other minor
genes, is consistent with GJ cultivars mostly having short
and round grain, while XI lines mostly have long grain.
Daohuaxiang2, different from most of the temperate GJ
cultivars, carries GS3 LoF, GW5 wild, and OsMADS1 LoF,
resulting in long grain similar to XI rice. Favorable alleles of

OsMADS1, TGW3, andGW2 increased the grain size without
obvious side effects but were present in only a small number
of accessions, indicating great potential for its use in future
breeding.
For grain quality, the Waxy and ALK low allele produce

superior cooking and eating qualities in most of the super
lines. The lack of the favorable alleles of Waxy, ALK, or
Chalk5 in several XI cultivars, such as Huazhan and Wu-
fengB, suggests their potential use in future XI breeding. GJ
cultivars may also benefit from the addition of the favorable
allele of Chalk5. Daohuaxiang2 is an excellent donor for the
BADH2 LoF allele, which improves grain fragrance. Com-
pared with many other GJ super rice cultivars containing the
same alleles of known genes, KY131 has a higher eating
quality, suggesting the existence of unknown genes that
contribute to the high eating quality of KY131.

Other traits
XI lines in general have better blast resistance than GJ ac-
cessions. For example, KY131 carries the sensitive alleles of
most major blast resistance genes, which is consistent with
its high sensitivity to rice blast. GJ cultivars, especially
KY131, would benefit from the addition of resistance alleles
of broad-spectrum disease resistance genes, such as Pigm,
Bsr-d1, Xa5 and Pit. Cold tolerance is important for the
normal growth and high grain yield of NE-GJ. Famous GJ
cultivars, such as KY131, Longgeng31, and Daohuaxiang2,
all carry cold tolerance alleles of COLD1, OsbZIP73, and
qPSR10. Daohuaxiang2 also carries the CTB4a cold toler-
ance allele, but its cold tolerance is weaker than that of
KY131, suggesting the existence of unknown cold tolerance
genes in KY131. High fertilizer usage efficiency is becoming
more and more important for reducing fertilizer usage to
protect environments. Most XI rice lines, but fewer GJ lines,
used favorable alleles of NRT1.1B and TOND1 for high N-
usage efficiency.
In summary, we have found that many favorable alleles

have been underused in either GJ lines, XI lines, or in both
populations, and many elite lines could be further improved
by adding unused favorable alleles. In addition, we have
found that KY131 may be an excellent source for further
improvement of Northeast cultivars because it contains
unidentified genes that could be important for breeding.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we report large-scale genomic and multi-en-
vironmental phenomic datasets of Chinese rice cultivars and
elite parental lines. Unlike many previously studied rice
populations (Crowell et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2010; Huang
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2018b; Yang et al., 2014), the ma-
jority of rice accessions we studied here have undergone
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intensive modern breeding improvements. Therefore, these
accessions contain many agronomically important alleles
that can be repeatedly used in future breeding programs and
should be functionally studied.
We measured multiple agronomic traits at several agro-

ecologically diverse locations. Most agronomically im-
portant traits are influenced by many genetic and non-genetic
factors, which indicates the need for detailed phenotyping of
rice accessions at diverse locations under different environ-
ments and treatments (Huang et al., 2015). We detected a
total of 143 GWAS association signals, including many
subpopulation-specific or environment-specific trait asso-
ciations and several signals associated with multiple traits,
confirming the benefit of using large-scale populations and
multi-environmental phenotyping. Many association loci
detected here, such as DTH7, Hd1, Ghd7, Gn1a, and DEP1,
have been widely used for rice improvement over the long
history of Chinese rice breeding, and they will continue to
offer improvements in future rice breeding (Feng et al., 2017;
Gao et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015a; Wang et al., 2018a; Xu
et al., 2016; Ye et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2015).
Molecular breeding by rational design is a new breeding

strategy for quick and targeted breeding improvement that
combines known favorable gene alleles and QTLs (Guo et
al., 2019). For example, elite cultivars with high yield and
quality were bred by pyramiding multiple favorable alleles
(Zeng et al., 2017). Direct sequence analysis of known genes
is complementary to GWAS in that it is difficult and un-
necessary to use a population with measured phenotypes to
detect known genes. By direct sequence analysis, we found
that many favorable alleles remain underused in elite culti-
vars, suggesting that some elite lines could be improved by
rational design by adding unused favorable alleles. In recent
years, substantial ongoing breeding efforts have been con-
ducted to improve some of these lines. For example, several
important KY131 traits, including blast resistance, grain
length, and grain number, have been improved, leading to
new elite cultivars (Feng et al., 2019; Feng et al., 2017; Nan
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019). In summary, our large-scale
genotyping and phenotyping datasets provide a valuable
resource for future molecular genetic studies of Chinese rice
and rice improvement.

METHODS

Sampling, DNA sample preparation, and sequencing

O. sativa accessions were collected from breeders and
planted in Beijing for whole-genome resequencing. Total
genomic DNA was isolated from young leaf tissue of each
plant. Paired-end sequencing libraries with insert sizes of
450±50 bp were constructed for each sample in accordance
with Illumina’s standard protocols and then sequenced as

125–150 bp paired-end reads on Illumina Hi-Seq sequencing
systems (Illumina, USA). Raw sequences were further pro-
cessed to remove adaptors and low-quality reads, yielding an
average of around 2.5 Gb for each sample.

Sequence variation calling

Paired-end reads of all varieties were aligned to the rice
reference genome (Nipponbare, MSU version 7.0) using the
MEM algorithm of BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009). SAMtools
(version 1.7) (Li, 2011) was used to sort BAM files resulting
from BWA output and remove duplicates to keep reads with
a mapping quality above Q30. The sorted and filtered
alignment files were then input into Genome Analysis
Toolkit (GATK, V3.4-46) (McKenna et al., 2010) to call
SNPs. Multiple SNP calling was performed using the Uni-
fiedGenotyper of GATK. SNPs assigned as ‘PASS’ by
GATK and having a missing rate less than 0.2 and a minor
allele frequency greater than 0.05 were retained for further
analysis.

Population genetics analysis

A neighbor-joining tree, principal component analysis, and
structure plots were used to infer the population structure of
the O. sativa accessions. The neighbor-joining tree was
constructed using PHYLIP software (version 3.697) (http://
evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html) on the basis
of a pairwise distance matrix derived from the simple
matching distance for all CDS-region SNPs. The software
FigTree (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/) was used
to visualize the phylogenetic tree. Principal component
analysis was performed using EIGENSOFT software (ver-
sion 6.0.1) (Price et al., 2006). To minimize the contribution
from extensive strong LD regions, the SNPs included in PCA
analysis were pruned for LD using PLINK (-indep-pairwise
50 5 r2) (http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/purcell/plink/). The
first three principal components were used for PCA plots.
The maximum-likelihood clustering program ADMIXTURE
(version 1.23) (Alexander et al., 2009) was used to estimate
the optimum number of clusters for the 1,275 rice accessions.
Whole genome LD was estimated using pairwise r2 between
SNPs with parameters -ld-window-r2 0 -ld-window 99999
-ld-window-kb 1000 in PLINK (http://pngu.mgh.harvard.
edu/purcell/plink/). The r2 value was calculated within a
corresponding chromosome, and then pairwise r2 values
were averaged across the whole genome for LD decay esti-
mation.

Phenotyping

Rice samples were planted for at least one season in multiple
locations for different types of trait phenotyping. Rice sam-
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ples in the NE-GJ population panel were planted at eight
ecologically diverse locations: Beijing, Jilin, Lingshui, and
five cities in four accumulated temperature zones in Hei-
longjiang province: Haerbin, Minzhu, Heihe, Wuchang, and
Jiamusi. CN-Mix samples were planted at four diverse lo-
cations: Beijing, Yangzhou, Wenjiang, and Lingshui.
The phenotyping in this study involved a wide range of

agronomic traits for yield components. Field traits, including
heading date, plant height, tiller number, panicle number,
panicle length, flag leaf length, flag leaf width, and the flag
leaf soil-plant analysis development (SPAD) value (a para-
meter indicating the relative chlorophyll content measured
by SPAD502), were measured directly in the field. Heading
date was defined as the number of days from sowing to
inflorescence emergence above the flag leaf sheath for just
more than half of the individuals. The other field traits were
measured for at least three samples of each accession with
standard methods, and their average was used. The yield and
grain related traits, including grain yield per plant, grain
number per panicle, grain length, grain width, and grain
weight per 1,000 grains, were measured in the laboratory
after harvest. Among them, grain length, grain width, and
grain weight were measured with a Wanshen SC-G auto-
matic grain test instrument (Wanshen SC-G, China). Fully
filled grains with low grain moisture content were used to
measure grain quality traits with a grain appearance analyzer
(Foss Infratec IM 1241) and Wanshen SC-E rice appearance
quality detector (Wanshen SC-E, China).

Genome-wide association study (GWAS)

GWAS was independently performed with multiple panels.
Only SNPs from each GWAS panel with a minor allele
frequency greater than 0.05 and missing rate less than 0.2
were used for GWAS. GWAS using a mixed model was
performed with EMMAX software (Kang et al., 2010). Po-
pulation stratification and relatedness were modeled with a
kinship (K) matrix in the emmax-kin-intel package of EM-
MAX. The Kmatrix was used as a random effect and the first
three principal components were included as fixed effects.
For all six GWAS panels, SNPs with a genome-wide P-value
less than 1.0×10–6 were denoted as significant association
SNPs.

Genotype analysis of known genes

Causal mutations have been reported for many known genes,
which were called functionally verified natural variations.
For most of these genes, Nipponbare was used as the re-
ference to identify their variations in the population; how-
ever, a few genes, such as GW5 and Pup1, were either absent
or contained large sequence deletions in Nipponbare, so
R498 (Du et al., 2017) was used as the reference for ana-

lyzing their allele types. Rice accession genotypes were
identified using the following method. SNPs and small indels
were identified using GATK unifiedGenotyper; large indels
relative to Nipponbare were identified on the basis of se-
quence coverage; and genes that were absent in Nipponbare
but present in R498 were genotyped similarly. Genotypes
that could not be unambiguously identified with resequen-
cing data were denoted as N/A. For only a limited number of
disease resistance genes, allele types were unambiguously
identified due to the relative low sequencing depth and the
complexity of their sequences.

Accession numbers

All raw reads generated for rice accessions used in this study
have been deposited in the National Genomics Data Center
with BioProject PRJCA000322 and GSA accession
CRA000167.
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